
Validate your dreams

Chris Atherton @finiteattention
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/43539613@N02/


Never gaunnae gie ye up, but











whatevs



the point of a good UI is 
to 

not make you think 
about it



we geek out on this 
stuff

so others don’t have to





— Martha Lane Fox

“there is an important tension 
between information citizens need 

and are actively seeking, 
and information government is 

promoting”



— Martha Lane Fox

“[GOV.UK] should be the 
citizens’ champion with sharp teeth”







“digital services so 
good, people prefer to 

use them”





v3.co.uk



GOV.UK fairy dust





do the hard work
 to make it simple



content anyone can 
understand



Home Office
Visas and Immigration







“yes, but what is the user 
need?”



“yes, but what is the user 
need?”

annoying and powerful





“yes, but what is the user 
need?”





idealism             
pragmatism



compromise
… but as little as you 

can



you can shift the 
discourse



dream big!





dreams are not enough



“The network now so obviously and 
explicitly extends beyond the 
bounds of any individual being able 
to say anything useful or conclusive 
on or about it in isolation, that 
telling someone your opinion is like 
telling them about your dreams.”

— James Bridle, 
happenstanceproject.com/blog



“telling someone your 
design/content/UI/UX 
opinion is like telling 
them your dreams”



“In God we trust. 
All others must bring 

data.”

— William Edwards Deming






start with one user



“No battle plan 
survives contact with 

the enemy”

— Field Marshall Helmuth von Moltke the Elder



“No design survives 
contact with the user”



if you talk to one user
you will learn 

something





“I only have one name”



“single name”








“I’m not sure about X”
is a great design 

pattern

@edwardhorsford



nobody imagined 
it would take 
4 iterations

@katyarnie :)



you can do a lot
with very little



5minutes



bribery is totally legit



get out of the building



get proxy users if you 
have to



abstract the principles
if you have to

X X X

X X X X X X X

X X X X X X X

X X X X X X X

X X X X X X X





starbucks.com



learning



there are no stupid 
users;

only untested 
UI/content



check your ego 



you are now free to 
focus on the important 

stuff



share your findings…



(show, don’t tell)




1. reduce project risk



2. become a better
 user advocate



2. become a better
 user advocate

even if by mistake



3. reinvest all good will



4. no longer a team of 
one



you can’t test every edge 
case,

but you can be kind



people don’t visit
 GOV.UK for fun



“How can we take our users’ 
vulnerabilities, triggers, and touchy 

subjects into account when we don’t 
even know what they are?”

— Sara Wachter-Boettcher  
@sara_ann_marie







spending quality time with 
users

will make you kinder



you will feel happier
in your job



the value you bring
will be more visible



you will feel 
uncomfortable, but …




1. introverts have a leg 
up on usability testing



2. people are surprisingly 
awesome



3. it hurts less if you 
share it



4. healthy discomfort 
is 

where we do our best 
work



do the hard work
to make it simple



you can shift the 
discourse



what would you do differently
 if you knew you were 

the user’s only advocate?



y’all are nerdy
own it
use it



keep geeking out 
on this stuff

so others don’t have to



“Never doubt that a small 
group of thoughtful, 
committed citizens 

can change the world. Indeed, 
it is the only thing that ever 

has.”

— Margaret Mead



@leisa



keep dreaming,
keep validating



Thank you!

catherton@equalexperts.com

@finiteattention

mailto:catherton@equalexperts.com
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